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LM:

We can talk about some of the older lawyers that you might have
just heard about that you didn't know personally and then maybe
leave until ano't'her time your public career as a legislator as
a senator, you .ee.

OH

-^0-20 jjarman B. DeCell
HD

^collections-Law

LM

'

O.K.

Now what we can do -7 and I didn't bring any release forms with

me_— of course we will need this.

What we had thought about

doing would be ■'"o put a copy of all of the tapes derived from
this not only in the library here but also over in the State

History and Archives at Jackson, and perhaps I might be privi

leged to havea copy for my archives back in Kentucky as well.

And what we will need to do then ultimately is to get your Tper-

OK

'80-20 Herman B. DeCell

mission with any restrictions pertaining thereto as to how this
material would be used and — I'm sure part of it will be open
right now and —

Rscollections-Law
#1

HD

Yeah, and I don't know how — I don't think — one of the problems
is how you separate the —

BA

What we can do is, of course, have a transcript made from-the tape
and then have you review the transcript and indicate on the trans
cript what parts you want to be restricted.

HD

LM

O.K.

Now let me ask you this.

What are you talking about?

Are you

talking about your career as a senator or as a lawyer here when
you say there are certain things you can't be carlid about' at
least let it be open to the public?
HD

All right.

Let's see.

^

More of public service, more of impressions

.„d lirt It out or contort .no that" »e'of°tSrKu3S" ISaf S""

ty

public official has to bear.
•. Av;

LM:

Umhum.

HD:

Is how something that was said is lifted out of context would be
read, I mean to the printed page, or — and this is a problem we
have had with the open meetings bill, because — for instance,

everybody is for openness in this folkloric

we are in, but

if I as a member of the Senate Judiciary Committee am seeking in
formation from one of my colleagues, we are working on drafting

legislation, say, that affects -the seafood industry on the Gulf
Coast; well, I^m a landlocked lay person and I have precious^
little information about the Gulf Coast, except that I knovj it is

a delightful place to visit. But there are some enormous contro
versies that they have down there in the-f-i j
industry and I
can't remember how they line up, but the Gulfport/Biloxl people

in Harrison County are one side and the Pascagoula/Ocean Springs/
Moss Point people are on the other, and it's just — you can't
imagine the intensity of the feelings and the battle we have had.
O.K., if I want to ask one of my colleagues a question about some
thing, I don't want him speaking in response to the press out here
I want information, and I want to — I'm trying to make a decision

and I'm trying to get information and if he's making a political
speech, it's not going to serve me — well. the public interest

first of all, and certainly it's not going to serve my interest

in trying to get information. So that's one of the problems,
maybe an exaggeration but it's the kind of thing that we are con
cerned about when you've got the press — now they scream at us

when we go into executive session on the thought that we are try
ing to hide and transact the people's business in secrecy, as

though secrecy automatically means dishonesty.

And it doesn't at

all, it's simply a problem that we have of how things
they finally get into print, lifted out of context or

sound when
even an off-

hand remark — I can think of so many instances where

a person

maybe makes an offhand remark and then it "gets picked
press, well, something that may appear to be racially

slanted or

up by the

oriented or something, just a host- of highly sensitive

things.

So, I'm just pointing out the burdens that we have to bear to
the extent that that intrudes and impairs one's candor. It's a
sadness and I haven't yet figured out the answer to it, but I am
pointing out to you all the problem —

LM:

Yeah.

And here's what I would recommend personally, and you might

not want to agree with this, but I would recommend, you know, that
if we do get over into an area that is controversial or could be
*.6'I'

4-r® f^•

misconstrued,'that you simply go ahead and be totally candid, and
then you will — this will not be used in any way before you see
the transcript, and then even after you see the transcription and

go over it, then it will still not be —nothing will be used that
you say should not be, even if it means just literally leaving a

-2-

chunk — I don't mean a Watergate^ now^ I don't mean erasing the
tape —

,HD:

Eighteen minutes —

LM:

^But you know., of course, as a lawyer that a tape can be subpoenaed

H

"as court evidence but we're not going to get into that sort of
thing. I think that in the main what we want to do today will
not be what you are referring to at all.

pD
LM:

O.K. That's fine and then another time maybe I'll be where I
can give you all a tape that —
Wellj I certainly appreciate your attitude about this because I

feel the same way, and I agree totally with you.

I guess for the

record we should say this is Barbara Allen and Lynwood Montell

interviewing Herman DeCell in his law office in Yazoo City,
Mississippi. We will be interviewing him today mainly about his

entry into law life and what the climate, legally speaking, has
been here in this area across the years, probably in the main

dealing with his public career as senator.
BA.
LM,

What is today?

It's the 11th of January, 198O.

O.K.

Now, this is a very simple question but one that I think

needs to be answered. Senator, and that is, tell us about your
decision to enter law school in the first place. And let me say
one thing before you start: we don't want short responses to
something that needs a long response. If it takes you a half
hour to do it, go to it.
HD

O.K. Well, this won't be that long. I probably became interested
in practicing law through the Influence of my father. He v/as not
a lawyer but he grew up In a small town and this was before the

days of television and radio.

He grew up in

Ra,<^ »\6rt<dL

Mississippi, where they had limited recreational facilities and
one of the favorite pastimes in the community was going to the
courthouse to listen to the lawyers while court was in session,
and that impressed him as a young man and I think In part led to
his interest in the law and then his encouragement for me to enter

law school.

Then I also had an uncle who was a lawyer so I sup

pose across the years, growing up In school, that I just found it
interesting and I had a little bit of concern — I don't want to

say altruistic, but for want of a better word I think and hope

"-'ti

that I have a compassion and sensitivity that would lead me into
some kind of work that would be beneficial to individuals and the

community at large.

So law seems to be one particular career or

fashion in which one can serve Individuals and the community as
well.

~3-
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Did you ever go down and listen to the lawyers in the courts
when you v:ere a child, then?

HD.

vV-|
ffiV

Yes, well, probably after I got definitely oriented towards the
study of law I did go to the Yazoo County Courthouse and listen
to the trials.

We had some interesting trials during that period

.

of time.

i-'Wr.-n
A.y^^'.. ■

LM:

Now the next question I should know the answer to but I don*t and
that is, when did you go to law school, where, and then the signi
ficant question, what v/ere the emphases of the law school at the
time you were there? So when, where, and then the emphases.

HD:

All right.

I went to the Harvard Law School.

I entered with the

class of 1950, which enrolled in September, 1947.

I stayed there

for three years and graduated in June, 1950. The emphases in the
Law School at that time, I suppose, were not too different from
what they are today. There are probably today more regulatory
type courses, for instance environmental lavj, consumer protec
tion, that kind of space age law, that kind of law in certain
areas that are elective courses, but the — otherwise I don*t
think the curriculum has changed that much.
There are certain
basic courses that most law schools have for the first year of
contract, torts, property, civil procedure, criminal law and

agency,

and those are fairly standard.

The second year is fair

ly standardized, beginning with corporate law, business associa
tion, second year property and commercial law, some of those
things that are fairly standard, and for the most part the third
year is the elective year, and the courses I took were all related

to the general practice as v;ere most of the students doing.

So

that I — I don't think there have been that many changes in the
law school curriculum from the time that I was there thirty years
ago.
LM:

Is there more social concern manifested now in the law schools?

HD

Yes, I think so, in the area that I mentioned, in government
regulations, the environmental type, the consumer protection
and perhaps more emphasis on the civil rights aspect of consti
tutional law, but still, the curriculum that was in existence at
the time I was a student included a good many courses in govern

ment regulations, securities regulations, taxation, constitu
tional law, world organization, and some of the things that are
more emphasized today. There was not the emphasis when I vjas
there in the social impact.
LM;

Now there's an agency — that's not the right word — there's a
body today known, of course, as the Civil Liberties Union.
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How

do they fit Into the philosophies of certain law schools, or,
indeed, do they at all?

HD:

The law schools in general are — I think emphasize the civil
liberties aspect of the law because lawyers in general perceive
themselves as the guardians of civil liberties and the courts
are charged with the responsibility of protecting and preserv
ing the individual rights, so at the time I was in law school

we had, of course, constitutional law that included a good bit
of the equal protection and civil liberty aspects. I think
that probably during the succeeding time there has been more
emphasis in the civil rights aspect because of course we^ve

been through the civil rights movement of the 1950's and 60*s
that has dramatized and brought about some needed changes.
But in the area — generally I think all law schools deal with
this because it's a recurrent thing that lawyers deal with.

BA:

I have a question, sort of off the track, but how did you happen
to decide to go to Harvard?

HD:

Again, my father played an influential part. He had, interest
ingly, not been able to go to college himself but he was very
anxious for his children to have college educations, so among
the three of us we got five college degrees.

I went to Harvard

and my brother went to Yale, and I had been in military service
and known some people that attended Harvard and I had a great
respect for the institution and so I applied and was accepted.
At the same time, my mother wanted me to go to the University

of Virginia Law School, that's a fine law school, and she had
gone to college in Virginia and had more interest, more inclina
tion toward the University of Virginia, so I was accepted at

both places and then had to make a last minute decision as to
which one I would attend.
LM:

Either one would have been superb.

HD:

They are both real fine schools.

LM:

Well, the inevitable question: why did you choose to return to

Yeah.

Yazoo City?

HD:

One good reason is that I had a job here, or found a job, and
the other was that I had some strong ties.

My predecessors came

to Yazoo County in 1828 and I83O and I felt some strong ties with
I,
!

I,

thom boing here; to the extent that I could find find employment
wanted to be here. But a small town always has limited job
opportunities and my actual decision to return and remain here

was somewhat fortuitous in that a job opening developed and I was

j

able to secure it in this firm that I am now in, so I've been

!'

here nearly thirty years.

-5-
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LM.

Were there more lav/yers then or now?

HD;

There were fewer lav^yers here then, but still the total volume
of legal services, the total opportunity is I think probably
greater now even than then, but nevertheless the growth of
legal services vilth all the complexities of government in the
last thirty years has brought about a dramatic increase in the

need for legal services nationwide, and that need is felt in a
small community perhaps not to the extent that exists in urban
areas but nevertheless we are still affected by environmental
regulations, governmental safety regulations, and a host of
things that have come about in the last thirty years.
LM:

Now, I v/ant you to go back in your memory to that first year
after you returned here and just state for the record what it

was like getting started as a new attorney, if you had any finan
cial problems that you would care to elucidate on.
HD

All right. Well, a young lawyer always has a difficult time
starting out, and he has to make a basic decision whether he

wants to try to make it alone as a solo practitioner, which
many do, or to work with an established firm or lawyer, to be
gin that way, and I chose the latter course, to work with a law
firm. There are two schools of thought; some people are of the

opinion that starting on your own is the best way because you
have to learn the hard way and that having learned that way
your retention is better, and you have a broader experience.
[iffer vj.ith that. I think you can learn better in a close
ia

assoclatic^with another lawyer or other lawyers,that you. have
the opportunity to turn to them for advice, guidance and direc
tion that is not readily available or sometimes not available

at all to a young lav;yer who begins on his own. But frankly,
a lawyer, his first year out of law school is not really worth
what he is paid, regardless of the amount, because there is so
much — law school does a wonderful job in preparation and the

basic foundation but in terms of being worth what he is paid, I
think it is very rare that a lawyer will earn what he is paid
during his first year because it just takes that long to relate
the academic experience to the world of being a lawyer. I think
beginning compensation today is much better, much more adequate
for the young lawyer than at the time when I grew up. There was
a time, say, in the 30's v/here sometimes young lawyers viould be

gin working in a firm and receive no compensation, they were
simply working for the experience, or they would receive what's

been called "cigarette money^" which was just a token compensa
tion. And these would be lawyers who had had good backgrounds

good academic records and that sort of thing, but there was juk
a tradition in the legal profession at that time that a young
lawyer would not be paid very much, and that was ray experience.

-6-

I did get a little bit more than "cigarette money" but I re
ceived modest compensation. I was a single person and was liv
ing at home so it was not too much of a hardship on me^ but I am
sure that other young lawyers starting out had some rather diffi
cult timesj particularly if they had dependents or other family
responsibilities.
M
^D:

V/ere you salaried by the firm you were with?

Yes.

I did not — that's customary for an associate to begin at

a salary and usually to get some kind of bonus at Christmas time

but then not to be a participating partner until three, four, five
or more years.

So during that period of time an associate is ex

pected to work just as hard but he doesn't get a percentage of

the income. And this is true today in firms across the country
that associates start out and they are not — they start out on
a salary basis and they get increases with experience but they

still do not become participating partners with a percentage of
the firm income until some period of time — it varies across

the country and with firms, but three, four, five years, six or
seven maybe in some instances.
ILM
:HD

What was the name of the firm you were first associated with?

At the time I associated v/ith this firm the name was Henry &
Harbour, that's spelled B-a-r-b-o-u-r, and the firm had been

founded in I896 by W. A. Henry and J. P. Harbour, that is W. A.
Henry, Sr. and J. P. Barbour, Sr., and then later the name was
changed, I believe around I9IO or 11, to Henry & Barbour when
the senior partner then v;as appointed and became circuit judge,
and it remained Barbour & Henry until about 19^1 when the senior
partner then, J. P. Barbour, Sr., became a circuit judge, and it
became Henry & Barbour and remained Henry & Barbour until I be

came a named partner about i960.

I had become a participating

partner prior to that time but my name was added to the firm

around 196"0.

So the name has changed across the years simply

with the person who happened to be the senior partner.
LM

Do you have any questions?

BA

Not right this minute.

LM

O.K. . What were the differences you can perceive now between your
initial years of practice and now? Maybe I'm asking again in
terms of the nature of cases that you might handle. Is there
really a difference, is there an evolution?

HD

It's hard to say. I don't see that there's all that much differ
ence In the type of work that our firm does, or the other flrml

-1-
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here. There are always recurring types of things, such as
property transactions where people transfer property or borrov;
money relating to property; there are preparations of wills,
administration of estates; there are domestic matters, divorce,
child custody and those things; there are the criminal cases
that are pretty much the same; there are occasional condemnation
cases where a public body takes private property for public use
and the just compensation has to be determined. Those things
have been pretty much the same. Now there are some kinds of
newer cases- For instance, our firm is Involved in an employment
case at the present time in which — representing a public body —
in which a former employee is alleging racial discrimination.
That kind of case is a newer development in recent times, and to
the extent that there are cases dealing with government regula
tion of environment and energy and some of those things that we

occasionally get involved in, those are newer.

For instance,

there have always been cotton gins in this area and they've always
had the usual problems — not necessarily problems, but their
usual need for legal services in the formation of the corporation
as a legal entity, usually a corporation, and the transferring of
property to that corporation, and the various steps that are
taken, but we recently had occasion to defend a local gin in an
environmental case, which would be a totally new concept from
thirty years ago. This involved an administrative hearing before
the state agency that is charged with the responsibility of envi

ronmental regulation in dealing with the revocation of a permit
because of the alleged noncompliance of the gin with current
environmental standards.
That type of thing is new, is differ

ent compared to what existed thirty years ago when I began.
LM.

How could a cotton gin violate the environment?

HD

Through the emission of effluent. They customarily have burned
waste in prior times and disposed of the waste through merely
dumping and other not acceptable — other means that are not
acceptable under present environmental standards.

LM

Do you need to break away early?

HD

No, nuhuh, no.

LM

Because I need to ask one question and then I've got a broader

question that will take more time to illum.lnate.

But the ques

tion I wanted to ask was simply — you mention all these various
facets of the legal practice here. Do you see yourself as being
sort of expert or having more expertise in some one or two or
three areas? Where is your forte, in other words?

-8-
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HD: Well, I think lawyers now tend to have some Involvement in a
particular area as distinguished from Just being solely a general

practitioner and here within our firm, although we have no special
ists, we do tend to assign our work to a particular partner based
on the prior experience that he's had and to that extent ®^ch
partner develops a certain expertise in one or more areas. Now
there are firms today that are specialized. The legal profession
is not categorized in the same manner that the medical profession,
for Instance, is. You know there's a very detailed and complex
structure whereby
of the medical profession become qualified
and are certified in a particular specialty, orthopedics ophthal
mologv, surgery of particular areas. We don't have that in the

legal profession at the present time but I think one of the current
trends in the legal profession is toward the area of specialization
because as the law becomes more and more complex^ it's more and more
difficult for a person to remain a general practitioner and there

is a greater need for specialized training and competence, so I
think although we don't have any certification generally, there
are a'few states that are in the experimental stage of certifying

lawyers in particular areas of specialty. There generally is not
nationwide anything anywhere near comparable to what the medical

profession has. But we do have now in Mississippi and nationwide
firms that specialize in taxation or in labor law or in
LM:
HD:

Real estate?

Well not so much real estate but particular kinds of work. Some

tend'to specialize in criminal defense work and that kind of thing.
So there seems to be a trend. I'm not sure just how far it will
lo'bS
fdrcoLeive it as an existing change in the legal profession.

LM:

Have vou tried - that is, have you been the defense or the prose-

HD

.■jNot. too
.

cutLratLrney in numerous cases which were trxed by jury?
^I've
^

done some
workof intrial
trialwork
but and
my particular
ood bit
I happen with-

work — our firm does a go

myself.

in the firm not to do

I do more of the

That's simply, as I

SenriLirLr^lL, that we divide up our work in the firm accord
ing to our particular needs at the time.

LM

Then this nex 4.

mieht
not be most
too memorable
relevant (end
DeCell's
case ofhastape)
been.—

Warit at the ba?, you know, or just in dealing individually?
HD

c, TiiTP to talk about cases that they win, so I would have to

talk^first about one that I won, and then next about one that I
lost.

LM-

I'll be interested in hearing this, I really will.

-9-
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HD:

One of the most memorable ones I was involved in about 1951. It
was a rather bizarre episode in which a particular individual
stole about forty bales of cotton from a gin platform. It was
the kind of thing that was so astonishing that the sheer audacity
was the thing that enabled him to get away with it because people

engage in armed robbery of convenience stores, retail stores and
that kind of thing, but rarely if ever does anyone steal cotton
and let alone forty bales of cotton. So this particular person

had a very clever scheme.

He had done some hauling in the past

to the extent that his appearance as a hauler would not itself

attract any undue attention, but he was clever to select a time
when, in the ginning season, there was a big backlog of work.
You've probably seen cotton gins where there will be trailers
backed up in line waiting to get up to the gin. There would be
many bales of cotton stored on the gin platform awaiting trans
fer to the compress, which is the compress and storage facility,
so that there is a good bit of activity around a gin at that time

and everybody is extremely busy rushing to get the harvest. So
this particular person devised a scheme whereby he backed his
truck up to the gin platform, loaded the forty bales of cotton
on the truck, then took the cotton to a local compress and then
had the negotiable warehouse receipts issued in three different
fictitious names.

Then he took those different receipts to different cotton buyers

and pretended to be the person named in the receipt at each place,
and then sold the cotton in smaller quantities, I believe to about
three different firms of buyers, one in Indlanola, I believe one

in Leland, and perhaps one some other place, but then took the
money in cash and headed for Texas. And I might add here that he
later was apprehended and brought to justice, but the particular
legal question related to where the loss would fall, whether the
loss would fall on the producers of the cotton, on the gin^from

which the cotton was stolen, on the warehouse compress thau issued
the receipts or the buyers who purchased it. _ It involved some

rather comolex legal questions, but anyway, in summary, that case

wS trieranrour nrm represented the producers of the cotton,

wflost in the trial court and then we appealed the case to tne

Supreme Court of Mississippi and I prepared the briefs and oral
arsuments and am glad to report that the decision was favorable
to ourslde and our clients were able to recover the value o.
their cotton.

One of the more unusual aspects was that our clients actually got
1'ttle bit of profit out of this unfortunate experience because

the^cotton itself was retained and sold at a later time when the

actual market price was much higher than the time when it was sold
in the harvest season. So our clients did — of course they had
the burden and expense of litigation and delay in getting their

-10-

„,,-i^- ,rQQ that- it was a little unusual situation,

?hat^thf mLLt trends were favorable to retaining the cotton for
future sale.
LM

Were your clients the defendants in the case?

HD

— well,
our
In this °3-se, this was
was set up Structurally
cotton. asThea other
parties

^"^"^'/"Lress against whom negligence was alleged, and then

thrbSers w^e oiaiming the proceeds, too, so it was -

LM:

So when they got to the storage, he wasn't -

HD

nbecause he had absconded at that time and probably
Iw
suit
he could
found, as Iand
say asheI
when the law su warbegununusual
setnot
of be
circumstances

sS!'lt's tL Snd of case a lawyer likes to talk about because of
the success of the results.

loi- r^e tell vou — the other result. I tried a case in which

on^
had been
verymany
successful
business
man,
one of
of Lrlocal
our iocai Lsidents
property
hereafor
years, even
through
a farmer, he ^ad owned prop y
people lost their property
the depression when^most^people
^he 1930's, but
many farmers lo

a sood business man. He was able to

this particular resident was^a
hold on to his prop y
discovered on this land so he becovery and subsequent y^^^
County to the city of
came very

Jackson and aocumu
oil Income and

property there and continued to have his

property here in Yazoo County and
nroblems of keeping his money working and

then he ^ad investment problem^ property in Cook County, Illinois
so he invested it in
^hat, he had a common law
Then he died.
unnds County. He had a common law wife and a

wife and a
"and then he had a very good friend in Cook
family in Yazoo
„a.s a very talented gentleman, but unfort
County,
a will and left an estate of over a million
nately he died wi
' filed and pending in the chancery court^
dollars and the case
obvious under Mississippi law at that tim
of Hinds County.
were recognized and the common law
that the common law ma
common law marriage and
marriage in ^mds toui
second common law marriage in
was therefore
therefore be valid because of the pre-

Yazoo County
existing ^oi^on

marriage in Hinds County, but the three chil■ ^
Yazoo County were potential heirs anq

dren born of ^ ®^^3_d's part in the estate, as were theoretically
claimants

Cook County, Illinois,

one or more heirs
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But the law suit developed as to the-/heirshlp in the estate and

H.

it was tried in the chancery court of Hinds County, We tried lu

■ii'*.-!??

for about five days. I represented the Yazoo County widow and
three children, and under the law at that time we had a fairly

good chance, we thought, of establishing helrship under our legiti-

mflt-inn statute

Whereby the natural father recognized the

illeerltlmate children and dealt with them as his own child and

ifwff HuLtlon of statutory Interpretation that our court had
to pass ol And at that time the chancery court of Yazoo Coun.y

IS a

o..e

if

»-

tl.= o..a ~..t>rl=a In Hl„a, Count, .nJ the oh.no.llor

there took a different view of the statute.

, differing intepretations of statutory language,

fd'^to thfflft
wfs aiverie and we then appealed to the Supreme
^ssissiopl and unfortunately for our cliemss that court
Court of

so our clients did not recover there.

VJe

wer^abL ?o recover a part of the Yazoo County property so it
was not a total loss to them.

. <,1,, in later under
times present
the Supreme
Court of the
Butj curiouslyj
circumstances
the United
illeglti-

States

mate cannot be

Loit with — cannot be totally excluded and this
right now.

Our state legislature

f iff aLfSing itself to correcting the statutory problem
that now exists.

I would

of this case.

nneLdamusing
eoisodethethat
the days
trial
been trying
casecame
for about
about Infour
We
attorneys to the bench and I

and the chancei-L^i

many more witnesses that we

thought he was goxng^to ask^us^ho^ the trial would take, but his

had and how much
^as along these lines. He said now,
interrogation oi
these witnesses describe this deceaent s
you gentlemen have "
acumen and success and we certainly all
life style
ability to have accumulated all of this propadmire his busines
these witnesses now to describe his
erty, and he ^ says, y
hig family life in Yazoo County
family life in Hi""
and his social ii
very good grasp

F
bf
iy

his overall

of these witnesses to

County, Illiriois, and we now have a
business ability and his family life and
jje says, I wonder if you could get some

tell us what kind of diet he had.

(Laughter.)

r:

V/ell,

the tensions,

and tensions m a

needed a laugh of that kind to help us through

you can imagine, there are a lot of anxieties

suit so a little humor injected into it is

mmS
iSvt'
-Mw
-l2-

(<* .

;l,V

L

,1 «
■«» 4ft'

J1

Hit,..;

''

M .i

aiBfflHLU-.
^

a

.9, C-

>L'.
y'n

^-1",

and verv well placed.

So those are the two

t , /■•I

•V,

thit Ire probably the most memorable experiences I have had in
the trial work.
LM:

litieatlon
involving
boundary
disputes?
here because
of the
range and
townshipDo you ,

Now,

have many of tnose nexc u

$

dic-nntes'?

or does that almost negative boundary disputes.
HD:

are still present and unfortunately many
feeling
more emotion than the actual con-

Oh3 boundary

times engender

rather intense emotions about the land,

troversy. People feel rather_i^^
and rightly so, and y

cases where people would

in perspective, but x n

spend more in

__

g

controversy over

actually the land was worth,

just a small piece

^hat those things can't be re-

And it's generally unt

still arise,

solved. We always ^ P

our firm is involved in an

I am working on one rig
old one that is

utiKation which has not yet been

LV'I

that the use of the section, town-

resolved. So

. property description is very helpful to

ship and range

°^,,Lg^ Nevertheless you've still got a

minimize boundary ctispu
question of

,

.

riL?:P

ground where the terrain, the

terrain encourage or tend toward, making

natural features
possession not acco

arbitrary surveying boundary lines,

- Q do bring about some disputes, but
happily they
^xme.

so these things

are not as picvo.

,

LM:

1-hPV still have boundary disputes over

I know up in Kentucky th^Y

you know, the

back in Pl°neer
or the magnetic
HD;

V^ Q

LM:

The compass point

.

^

__

. t and all this. So you don't have much of that

*

HD

p i-timately not as much and — but it's still.

We have some, hut fo^tu
as you know, purveying
have differences ol

science and you still
surveyors as to where the

gometimes we have to have court pro-

correct boundary

determination of those things,

I want to get

•nto another area nov; and I don't know which
Let me just couch it like this. I would

ceedings to make a u
LM:

question to ask ii ^ subject of the use to which black people,
like to approach
^
what extent they use the law

you know, Put hhe^

and to what ext

whites use it, is there a difference
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between the two races as to which one needs more legal services
or uses more legal services. Let's Just leave it with that for
the time being and — Just pick it up somewhere.
Of course when I first began practicing law thirty years ago,
we had something more of a paternalistic system whereby a black

person ^hrresideS
who

owner would

onarrangements
a farm needing
forlegal
the lawyer
services,
and,the
sayfarm
if it

arrange for the employment of counsel;

irit^arrdoLsWc'rflatiL, divorce type thing, he would make

IL
and usually either
select the
lawyer, and
also help
_ in
zne LrtngLLts,
arrangement
guaranteeing
payment
or givthe financial ar

f

would be paid by payroll deduc

ing assurance that compexioau

tion or that kind of thing.

We have less of^

There's still some but not as much.

legal system by black people and

And^inow have

generally, white people or whoever, be-

by disadvantaged p P
cause we have a leg
I serve as a voluntee ^

then I do some of

p^^^ogram that is a recent innovation,

member of the board of directors, and
referral work v/ithout compensa-

^ innovation. I am actually a bar asso-

tion, and this is ai

serve as the representative of the

elation representative.

Associations.

Yazoo, Madison and war ^
services act was
vices corporation, a i

The legal

congress and set up the legal ser-

^^1 agency that administers these prorequirements and one of them

grams nationwide; ^
is that there be a niaj
board of directors, tn"

client representation an

of attorneys who are members of the
consumer representatives,
representation and that sort

^

of thing, on the
and we serve as

^ majority must be attorneys

„ho are bar association representa^nd we help provide overall administra-

tlves serve as volunteer

tlve supervision for tn V
can to try to n^ke the p

the legal system
able because they are

whatever assistance we

successful and to provide access to
otherwise would not have it avail-

economically able to pay lor it.

o-ram and I think it has been very successiul.

So this is a new pros^
I don't agree with

aspects. I think there is too much
"impact litigation" whereby a particular

emphasis on what's ca

rectify some perceived

case is taken as a ue ^
^ feeling that that emphasis maybe
social illj wrong) ^ g-overnmental administrative responsibilities

sometimes Intrudes o^

sacrifices individual needs for

Sometimes it seems
legal

cjfsrvlces
servi^"^^

bpp^^nse the
because
times and
times
and not
n
of the
of
the laws
lawsuit

gome instances compromises them,

. -^,101 is

in
the need of immediate relief
many
ixx
xc.i.xcj. ma.uj

x^ing that's going to be determined at the end
and a half or two years down the road. So

T sometimes que
questioi
I

that's just an opinion, a value judgment

-li|_

'*y<¥

made bvy some ofpect.
us. I
to be is
a minority
member
that s ^ad
Buthappen
my concern
that there
are of
stlll°unfilled
of individual
people
still
unxill needs
q^pial
Security, they
maywho
be have
with problemsr*
welfare entney may be wit

landlord and tenant problems, or

titlement,

g^itor problems, or they may be domestic

they may be

, child custody, the wide

problems with divorce, chi

have—

I'm not sure

range of legal problems th
^eeds, and that we are taking
that we are meeting all of thos^^^^^
so-called "impact"
a tremendous amount oi ou
area.

legal aid
fill
But other than ,-v,
that iT think that
beenthepleased
thatprogram
we havedoes
a local
a very critical need ana
participate in is called Central
office here; the program
administers the program through
Mississippi Legal Service
office here that is staffed
central Mississippi and we
jegal services for those

by full-time attorneys. i g^tapHshed economic guidelines. A
who are eligible under
j^ggg must establish a need by in-

person applying

.^®|^dents in the family, and these are

come and number of dp

for eligibility,

guidelines establisne
M

So more blacks, I assume

than whites use the legal aid services —

I

I

D

Yes.

M

Because of the mc

,D

That's right, and

legal ser-

were not previously available

vices through this progi

black versus white litigation?

'.M

K ,.t the question 01 vou
biacknow, onexample,
said the
Now, now about
the farm,youwould

Is there

^he tenants, y

landlord who had the
usually take oare
needs.

^

had a g

What if tne

landlord?

iD

sharecroppers^

black tenants or

^hlem a number of years ago in a black

^ bpen a

I have to say, under those

There would^hav
^.gprese
today. I think if a
person getting
don't tni
j,gon, had a grievance against the
circumstances.
^ whit
^ services available either
black person 'there
330^1se, now, so that would be a
employer, 1 ^

through the lega^

or

3_^st thirty years,

^pput m

change that has

-15-
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And do vou feel like you share essentially the same feelings

afthe

layers In town regarding this? Do you consider

yourself a little more liberal -

well, I don't particularly like labels because they I don't either.

+. -inHirate
Because they tendj to
md

that you are one thing in all

overall — now there is

things and I ^
"7, ' gsentment among some of the lawyers
probably maybe a litLie
program. I think not a majority of
locally about the legal

^he lawyers support the legal

the lawyers; I think^a maj

aid program.

g^^ment among some of the other

r^pogram on two scores: one, there is

lawyers in the legal aia
some feeling that the

&

and obtain the legal

abused by people who apply for
when they are not in fact

.gtate or somehow misrepresent

eligible, that they either m
be gettheir eligibility
are not eligible. The other is
ting the services
lawyers about the over-emphasis on
the concern of some of ^7®,^^^lon, because — what the impact
the so-called^
"impact"
betweenagency
a
times does,, it evolves
hodvlitigation
or governmental

le^af"7'rp?ogra7and
a
?^gayer^ are'paying
foP thf
legal aid pr g
ig that the t p
attendant litigaand the t-otto

sides,

legal services

of that litigation can be-

fl-rthe type of thing that I

tion expense an

^^give, and

come enormously exp

think can

,

iy and I have express

of the governing o

lawyers accept — as a matter of

theaid
local
la ^
But, overall^IT i-hink
.g^al
hoard
fact, I became a
local bar associa

the request
of the
association
committee
ap-

had a du
before

pointed several

my concern as a member

^ ^^at

. ^nd have a

^

existence to seek
to
here, which it
Rafting

program came into
program established

fhe local lawyers took
making it avail-

the leadership ^n
able..

. ^9

_„e questionCould we ask one m
iD

Yes, yeah.

.M

Before we t'^®®h°inovements

What role did you play during

ff for
the civil rights
How did they afi

in Mississippi, for example?

j^^wyer?

as

-l6-
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ba
M

BD

|ba

I was just going to ask that question.
■

Well, why don't we just

hnid it — just hold until a later time.

O.K.

Well, all right.
^

LM

1°

«.r.v

Because I'm getting very hungry.

I'll be honest with you.

All right.

\wd

Senator,

There's something else.

> "i'''

m ^

nL®?or^you"to'he tanking

^v^l^bout whom

lawyers and Judges, before y
dotes have been tol
BD:

Uhhuh.

i-nries told about people, you
•KiiQiness about st^o

Getting into this

know, who were xn the

legal

g

gg thinking about

for

a further interview,

some of those ana J
HO

O.K.

DM

^t-.ng to have this
It will be interesting

,Hd

All right.
ght.

sort of thing.

Barbara, to all of this. This

.dd something. Bar

I

ILM

You might want^to add^^^g lo me; I

:,A'' .'*f jJ

^

■

'
•

has been very i^tei
of it.

HD

:lm:

•'

TTWell, thank1 .mil •

gia-^'

•'.'I

right ^^y
now but we'll
y^^

And as I say, ^®7and this wil^
-»

have one later

on

nd of tape)

see it.

!Hd

at^le^

'hi

All right.

thinlc this
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